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The Tosafists of northern France and Germany were rabbinic scholars whose 
academic orientation was clearly talmudocentric. Despite the 'very full library of earlier 
Jewish literature which they had at their disposal, the vast majority, of their time was 
spent studying Talmud. The Tosafists.did not inherit a philosophical tradition, nor did 
they have access to or interest in the intellectual changes and developments regarding 
philosophy and religious thought that were occurring throughout cqntemporary 
Christian society_! 

Scholars who have studied the"creativity and literature of the Tosafists have 
assigned a yery limited role to cloteric studies as well. In their view, oqly the German 
Pietists were involved in the study of fQroJ ha-sod. 2 The Pietists' interest in torat ha-sod 
was perhaps another reflection of their desire to return to the curriculum and edbcational 
values of the pre-Crusade- Ashkenaz, where the study and lra.nsmission of mystical 
teachings had been evident. This desire-has .been demonstrated iJ) regard to initiatives 
such as the expansion of biblical studies, the cultivation of liturgical poetry and its 
interpretation, and the promulgation of talmudic, studies that would be geared more 
toward the production of practical halakhic conclusions ;µ,d less toward dialectical 
exercises. 3 

Recent research has shown, homer, 'that aspects of the Pietists' educational 
critique, their>curricular interests, and even their pietism went shared by 'mainstream 
northern French T6safists such as R. Moses of Couey and the brothers of Evreux who 
had no known geographic or tutorial link to f/asidei Ashkenaz. 4 There were additional 
affinities between the German Pietists and prominent To!llfists which can' only be 
allu� to here. I intend, in aJarger stu_dy, to characterire these affinities ·more fully 'jild 
to trace !Heir origins,' and to reassess the degree to which Tosafists 'were interested in 
esoteric studies. What follows is a partial treatment of some of the sources and issues 
whicl\ will be considered in that stbdy. 

• In order to properly appreciate the nature of mystical studies in the tosafist 
period, it is necessary to look; briefly at the state of this discipline in, the pre-Crusade 
period.· Substantive fQrat ha-sod material, which was Rte=Ved almost exclusively- in 
Mainz, can be found in piyyulim of R. Shim'on· ha-Gadol (c.1000), in teachings and 
customs of R. Eliezer ha-Godo/ (990-1060), and in writings of R. Qalonymus b. Y4\Jaq 
and his contempoiary R. Meshullam b. Mosheh, who together fostered a resurgence of 
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in�t i_n torat ha-so<j in Mainz durin; _the latter part of the eleventh century. This 
matenal mcludes mystical analyses of Divme names and the completion of those names 
through prayer, mystical motifs involving the feet of God, the sword of God and its 
ability to thwart maziqin, and the interaction between the female Torah and the male 
Deity, as well as descriptions of the names and fu_nctions of angels. s 

Rashi (1040-1105) displays familiarity with mystical traditions on Divine names 
and with a number of torat ha-sod texts and magical techniques. 6 He explains, as did an 
anonrmolli! contem�, that the creation ?f various beings by rabbinic scholars 
descnbed m talmudic literature was accomphshed by means of Jetter combinations 
involving certain Divine names, as prescribed by Se/er Ye;:irah. While Se/er Yeprah is 
mentioned in one of the talmudic passages upon which Rashi comments, the specific 
methods advocated by Rashi, which reflect a mystical orientation and adumbrate 
methods recorded 1>y R.. Eleazar of Worms, are not inherent in ·the talmudic · passages 
themselves. •Elsewhere, Rashi inte,:prets that demi.It or f!tl'?l'/ Ya'aqov represents the 
male aspect within' the Godhead This mystical formulation was espoused by both R. 
Eleazar of Worms and membj,rs of the f;lug ha-Kernv ha-Meyu}µlJJ;?. • • 

To be sure, there are instances in which Rashi inte,:prets a concept or passage in 
a manner that is antithetical to mystical or kabbalistic teachings. s Nonetheless his 
writings reflect a familiarity with and interest in torat ha-sod materjal. Formulatio:is in 
Mal;2JJr Vitry and other v9lumes of the so-called sifrut de-vei Ras/ii (found 'in sections 
that represent traditions of Rashi or his immediate students) describe the "marital imagery 
of the Sabbath in a manner \alee expanded upon by devotees of kabbaJah,9 ,adopt Bahir 
imagery to explain the ;efficacy of prayer against maziqim, 10 analyze the, impact of the 
qaddish' in filling out the Divine name by mystical means, I I and insist that Divine and 
angelic names and marlcings be included in me1JJZDl.12 

The disposition of !)!"C-Crusade scholars toward torat ha-sod was not shared 
however, by Rashi's descendants and successors in the first ha!( of the iwelfth century'. 
Rashbam was aware of the mystical powers of Shemot, and the existence and 
�eters of IOT/J/ ha-S<?d, 13 In at _least "'10. signjficant contexts, however, ,he distanced 
htm"":lf from _my�ti£al mte,:pretation and symbo1!sm. Rashbam's Ul.�!ion of the 
Creation story was intended to bypass any posstbility of cosniogOl\ip -Or lheo59phic 
speculation ��ng Crea�on._ In hjs commentuY,' to Qohelet, •Rashbam�,that 
only exotenc wtsdom, which ts absolutely .n� for mankind to master, be 
pursuc;d Mankind need not pursue, however, /µJkhmah 'amuqqaf, vj_-ye�erah, which 
Rashbam identifies as the wisdom contained in ma'aseh merkavah and)'efe.r YeziraJi.14 

Rashbam's German contemporary R. Eliezer 6. l'lathan (Ral)an) also avoided 
recourse to sod. Raban's introduction to his commeniary on the prayers is very similar 
in both style and· content to R. Eleazar of Worm's inlrl)duction, to his prayer 
C0111Jlle1llary, but th,;re is one glaring difference. While R. Eleazar of Worms.expresses 1 

keen..iqterest in elµ�idating sodot ha-tefil/ah and sod· ha-berokf!¢(,. � makes no 
m�on. of these subjects at all. 1 s Moreover, Raban reports, in � name of his brother 
l;l.1zq1yyalr, a reason for why one must bow before a Se/er Torah which strongly 
deflects the mystical approach.16 
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R. Jacob Tam, the greatest of the early Tosafists, has been characterized as a 
rationalist whose orientation was unswervingly talmudocentric.17 Only a handful of 
passages attributed to him reflect torat ha:sod in anx way. In one case concerning the 
properties•of Divine 'names; the esoteric 'material \V3.S available to him with041 any 
ideological commitment oh his 'part."18 'lit two' olher P.lares, Rabbenu Tam cites the torat 
ha:sod.<:00sic!e:->ti<ins as'luiving been trapsmitted,lly',his'JatJi.er R. Meir.in the,n.an,e oT 
/µJkhme1 Lothaire of the pre-Crusade JJCf!od Rabbenu Tam makes no attempt to explain 
or anAfyse. tHerit, but accepts them sitpply as�lier traditions or perceptiorls wJiich' he. 
upheld as a matter of cu�tom or resj,ect. 1 9 As the leading scholar of his day, Rabbenu 
Tam was linkea to esoteric techniques in three or four cases. All these texts:appear, 
however, tb be inherently pseudepigraphit. Rabben'u Tam always inlefaets with other 
scholars in these texts, a furtht!r ii\di"'!lion of pseudeJ?�hy.20 

In the middle or the twelfth certtury, R. Samuel he-Hasid of Speyer and his son 
R. Yehudahhe-l;lasid(dl217) iejdvenatedandgreatly expanded the mystical teaching& 
that they received direl:tly from their ancestors who had studied ih'Mainz. Perhaps the 
lack of mtere'st in tor'at ha-sod ·on the J)alt of Rashl1am and Rabbenu 'rain was'related to 
the fact that it was the exegetical methodology of the academy at Worms,-in the·last part 
o� the eleventh century, that "4umbrall;d and, through their father R. Meir and others, 
helped stimulate the development of tosafist, dialectic,21 The influence of pre-Crusade 
Mainz was barely felt in the eat;ly twelfth century. Indeed, even Raban, who studied and 
taught in Mairlz, makes almost no referel\ce to pre-Crusade material from Mainz. 22 

The dialectical method piqneered by ,Rahbenu Tam .and his contemporari� held 
sway in northern France apd Geritlan� throughout the twelfth· and thirteenth centuries. 
The influence of these scholars i\iay also �present in those Tosilfot texts' that !lPl)eat to 
play down \lf m�fy toira hd-sod inte,pretations that were proposed by' R'ashi and 
others.23 At the !"")e time, there are Tosafot texts.whose interest in concepts such as 
the function of the! i)ayyot and ofannim and the use o( Shemot to achieve heavenly 
revelations transcen$ the realm • of ptlTe sugya interpretation or the' resolution of 
conflicting talmudic passages.24 · 

Moreover, a number ofRabbenu Tam's leading students in both northern France 
and Germany ex!Jibited:familiarify'with esoteric teachings even though they 'apPear to 
have had no formal 'connection to l;lasidel, Asnkenaz, ,\n eschatological' formulation by 
R. Isaac b. Samuel of Dampierre (Ri), which identifie!I a category of people who will 
merit their reward in' gan eden out' will not continue to exist in olom ha-ha and 'also 
�bes the fates of "!'mplete resha'im and !,(lddiqim, is cited by R. Eltu,nan b. Yaqar 
of London in his commentary to Sefer Yeziroh. 25 R. El\)anan, who spent time, in 
northern France witH fellow members of the mystical l;lug ha-Keruv ha-Meyu}Jqd, 
indicates that he studied · Se/er Yep rah •with •an' unnamed scholar who' himself had 
studied it with Ri.2� Ri is included l)!DOng a list of Ashkenazic scholars who allegedly 
received and transmitted, mystical mc!ssianic 'progno�tications.' He is perhaps the only 
rabbinic figure in that group w'ho has n6t been associated with. th� German'Pietists, 
although it is likely that he was visited in n'.orthc;m Fianqe by R. '\"ehudah he-lfasid.21 
R. Abraham b. NatJian of Lune!, author of Sefer ha-Manhig, studied with Ri. ,It was 
within Ri's circle that R. Abraham observed certain pietistic and m)'.stical practices in 
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prayer which he attributes to scholars and pietists of northe<I) France. 2s 

Ri's approval of the magical summoning of .,hedil'/I to divine the whereabouts of 
lost objects or to cure illnesses, artd his interest in the role played by the constellations 
and other .forces.in the, contenf of. dreapis, reflect more than an 3CC!'J)tance of popular 
beliefs. 29 Another leading stulleqt of Rabbenu Tam, R. Eliezer of Metz 0115-98), has a 
lengthy discussion in his Se/er Yere'im about hds/Ja'at slieaim and hashba'at malakhim. 
He concludes that these techniques, which he notes are akin to methodologies that are 
found· in Sefer Ye;irah, are not prohibited as ma'aseh keshajim. When a' person 
however, ·•creates an actual object or changes a person•, "mind through his ow� 
actions,• that person is guilty of sorcery. 30 The title of R. Elierer's halakhic work' and 
its depiction of yir'at ha-Shem, as·well as its purpose, format, and stated attitude'toward 
uncontrolled dialectic, all adumbrate teachings of i}asidut Ashkenaz. 3 I Moreover, R. 
Eliezer suggests that mystical names and markings quite similar to those found in 
Mal)zor Vitry be inc)ud\1<1 in _mezuzot. Unlike Mal;lzqr fitry and perhaps in �ference to 
Rabbenu Tam, R. Ehezer wn� that these ru;: not absolutely required by Jewish law but 
should.be included for added protection.32 

A coptemporary ofRi anjl R. Eliezer of Metz, R. .Ya'aqov of Corbeil, discussed 
the numbet; ot; wor\ls to be recited in Shema, and the effects of thi� r(\\:itation, in a 
manner that modern scholarship has already noted reflects an esoteric or pietistic bent In 
a fuller version ot'R. Ya'akov's formulation, extant in only one niaimscript, R. Ya'aqov 
links the recitation of a precise number of words in Shema with protection from 
maziqiin. This nuance, which is not found in any other Ashkenazic source with the 
exception of a cit;ition from,R. Yehudah he-/fasid•( wl1o used the term ihef!J, is found in 
R. Yehudah b. Y aqar's commentary to the prayers. R. Yehudah b, Y agar, who studied 
with northern French tosafists, as well as Spanish and perhap� Provencal kabbalists 
was a teacher of Nalµnanides in both talmud and Iiabbalah. Althougll"R. Yehudah al,ii; 
lrl!Dsmitted-teachings of lfasid�i Ashkenaz to Ramban, his forni"tllation in this case is 
even closer to that of R. Ya'aqov of Corbeil than it is to R. Yehudali he-lft¥id's.33 . . 

, 
. 

R. Isaac b. Mordekhai of Bohemia (Ribam), another ¢voted student of 
�benu Tam, responded to a question that was akked of hi!" by R. \' ehudah he-lfasid 
o� the role:,of certain angels.34 Ribam's pietistic tendency in regru-d to.fasting on.Rosh 
ha-S�, simjlar, to R. Yehu� he-lJasitfs vfow concerning fasting' two ,days for 
tom Kippur, lends credence to his role as a squrce of esoteric material for R. Y ehudah 
lie -lfasid. 35 A,nother student of Rabbenu Tani, R. :l,{ena\lem of Joigny, is mentioned in 
a manqscrip! as tranm:rltting a sofei ievot formulation in conjunction with a revelation of 
Elijah. This passage occurs in a secti,on of the manuscript that is laden wiih references to 
Efasidei Asnkenaz, 'and to their esoteric techniques and segul/ot. 36 

_R. Isaat �-Abraham(� d.1210), the older brother of.R.,Samson of Sens, 
and one of Ri's nlost important students, is referred to in a kabbalistic formulation Qf R.' 
Y ehu

�
. Y aqar. There remains so� aoubt, however; as to whether R. Y ehudah 

appeq'd his own kal!balistic inler!'ll'tation to remarks made by 'Ri!'l>a in the course of 
an anal sis of talmudis: passages, or whethc;r Rip)a discus�,the esoteric material 
himself. 7 Moshe Ide! has suggested that either Ri!'l>a or Ri was the intended figure in a 
cryptic uscript reference to the making of a golem that appears in a text produced by 
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the.lfug ha-Keruv ha-Meyu/µlll.38 Rizba also issued eschatological formulations which 
have mystical overtones.39 

R. Y ehudah he-Hasid was an almost exact contemporary of Rizba. His closest 
sll!dent in pietis!icsand mystical lore, R. Eleat.ar of Worms ( who also stu<lied with R. 
Ehezer, of Metz), was responsible for the dissemination of R. Yehudah's teachings. 
� students and tosafist "colleagues of R. Yehudah in Speyer, ,where he"speht his 
earlier years, such as R: Yehudah b.Qalonymus (Ribaq), refer, Wpieces of toTOJJha-sod 
that they received from R. Yehudah. Ribltq's Sefer Yihusei Tanria'im va-Amdra'lm 
contains a lengthy passage which intetprets the activities of R. •Yishma'el Kohen Gadol 
based on Heffhalot literature 11s well as the'toral ha-kavod of the•� Pietists.40 
Esoteric and pietistic dimensions•df !Jasidut AslikenaZ'also impacted 011 the thirteenth
century northern French halakhist R: Isaac'of Corbeil 41 

H ,(" I 

Two other prominent Tosafists, who studied in northern France and Germany 
and were linked directly with l;lasidei Ashkenaz, record torat ha-sod teachings. R. Isaac 
b. Moses of Vienna, who studied with R. Yehudah he-l;lasid and with R. Abraham b. 
Azriel am�g oth':'s, ·begins 1rls 'Sefer -Or z.arua• with an' llDaly�s. of the Hebrew 
alphabet This treatise makes rel"erence to esoteric•letteF combinations, to gemdlriot-and 
sofei tevot utilired in-0ther Ashkenazic"Soli literature, to �etistic prayer i,ractices that are 
based on Hekhalot texts, and to aspects of torat ha-maJaJrJri17/. Or Zmua' a1sd interprets 
the talmudic accounts ofR. Yishma'el Kohen Gat/o/. according to the-torat ha-'kavod of 
l;las(dei Ashkenaz Material on sliedirri founoin Sefer Or z.arua', citing R. Yehudah he
l/asid, corresponds closely' to material· found in esoteric texts of the German Pietists 
such as Sefer ha-Kavod. 42 

. R. � of _Ro�enburg, ·a Sll!�t, of R. 1saac Or Zmua' and other figures 
associated with l;laside1 Ashkenaz, exhibited affinities to the Pietists and to R. Yehudah 
he-l/asid in, particular in areas such• as 'conservatism in··halakhic' oocision-making the 
conception of qiddush ha-Shem: biblical interpretations charactemed as ta'omei 
massoret, the status of women, and attitudes towlll"d erez Yrsroel. He also followed the 
esoteric teachings ofR. Yehudali he-l,lasid in regard IQ nosah ha-teji/lah. 43 Irl terms of 
to,rat htf-s<Jfl, R..M�. was involved in aspects of magical and kabbali:!tic praxis through 
the rec1tm:ion (!f,Divine name_s �d mystical formulae,•'.31!d possibly in Jhe .writing of 
amulets mvo!VIDg Jetter combmattons and the use of Divine ,names. His formulae are 
recorded in several manuscripts in close proximity to those of R. .Y ehudah he-Hasid R. 
Eleazar of Worms,_ and.oth,er �c ,figures including his own studen� R.. Dan. 
These formulae were intended to achieve states of being or physical effects such as 
peti/iat ha-lev or protection from hahri, aims which' are found in pm'allel nialeiia! from 
the German �etists. l .Meir "is also· linked' with prognostication techniques such as 
she'el"f. qaiom and gofalot. Some of the manuscnplll which record· mystical matena1 
�.bureo to R. �eir•are of'Spanisl! provenance or elate from the later middle ,ages, 
raismg the question of whether R. Meir was in fact\ the author of these practices. 
Nonetheless, a number of'the manuscript texts are of,Ashkenazic provenance and are not 
as Jate. In addition, two·texts of the thirteenth-century·Castilian f/ug. ha-wunidentify 
an unusual heavenly figure in the' names of R. Meir of Germany and R. Pere'z of France , 
no doubt referring ro R. Meir of Rothenburg and to:his student, R. Perez· of Corbeil'. 
Moreov,;r, R. Meir's involvement in torat ha-sod can be cbnfirmed from passages that 
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record the practices of his students and followers like R. Dan. 44 

R. Shelomoh Siml)a.h b. Elie=, author-of the lengthy treatise Sefer ha-Maski/, 
also studied rabbinics and torot ha-sod with R. Meir of Rothenburg ·and with R. Perq of 
Corbeil. R. Shelomoh was thoroughly familiar with the torot ha-kavod of the German 
Pietists and with a form of the doctrine of the ether that )Vas similar to one '.found in the 
writings of the Pietists. He W-dS also interested in uses of Divine 'llllllleS to achieve 
certain effects and in the manipulation of demonic and angelic·fqrces. 'He menti�s•as 
the greatest authorities in these areas R. Yebudah he-lfosid, and Rabbenu Meir ha
Qudol, referring to l)is own direct teacher, R. ¥eir of ·Ro�enburg. ·lit a formulation 
q�te similar to passages in Sefer Or•Zarua' and ID the esoteric literature_ or the Germ� 
Pietists, Se.fer ha-lefoski/ write� that the power of demons-and-�e Diytne names IS 
effective even when activated be-tum'ah, by those who do wrong ID the.eyes of God, 
because all is derived from God's power and the power of His six names. Recourse to 
these names however, decreases yir'at shamayim. They should not-be used regularly but 
teaching or studying them is permi� 45 

R. Shelpmoh refers to the prophetic hishuv ha-qe:r- activities pf R. Ezra ha-Navi 
of, Moncontour. &•.Ezra studied in,:his youth, with Ri and-. was one of R. Meir of 
Rothenburg's tosafist teachers during R. Meir's sojourn in northern France. R. Ezra 
"ascended to heavC\1" using Hekhalot techniques,:aod was perhaps one of the mysti<:aJ 
prophets described by Rashba:as being active in Ashkenaz.46 The Torah commentartes 
of another of R. Meir's teachers, R. Avigdor Kohen ·?:edeq (or Katz, .a student of R. 
Simhah of Speyer) display marked similarities to esoteric material of Hasidel 
Ashkenaz. 47 Mention should also be made of R. Zidqiyyah ha-Rofe, author· of 
Shibbolei ha-Leqet, who integrated within his work kabbalistic themes such as the link 
between.the Tetragrammaton and circumcision.48 

The late twelfth and thirteenth centuries in Ashkenaz see a renewed interest in 
esoteric studies among Tosafists, some of which,cannot be atlributed to the influence of 
the, German Pietists. While the talmudic methodolo�es of Rabbenu Tam and Raban 
dominated the period, their downplaying of other diSCtplinesJnclulling rorot ha-sod :was 
not accepted by all. 49, Further research must be undertaken , to � these findings 
with other developments in the intellectual history o� � tosafist pen!)<!, and _to analyze 
possible antecedents, but it appears that aspects of this history must be reconSidered. . 
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IntellectuaJ Currents of his Time, "Scrij,ta Hierosolymitana 3 ! ( 1986): 91-132. 15 See A. Grossman, lfafchmei Ashkenaz ha-Rishonim, 348; .frugat ha-Bbsem, ed. 
E.E. Urbach, vol.'4 (Jerusalem, 1963), 24-39: · · 
16 See E. Wolfson, "The Mystical Si�dance of Torah Study in• German PietiSID, • 
Jewish Quarterly Review [in press], n. 1-lt: 
17 See, e.g., Urbach, •Ba'alei ha-Tpsqfb_t; 1:70-71, 88-93, and Grosslnan, Hakhmei 
Ashkenaz ha-Rishotlim, 94-95.·Ct:'tny"Jtwish F.ducariim 'and Society, 79-95. 18 See TosllfotUagil{ah I lb, s.❖• 'eiiz"dorsh{11,_and E. 'Wolfson, "Letter Symbolism•and 
Merkavah fmagery ID the Zohar, l, Alei Shtfer:' Studies in the literature of Jewish 
Tho':8,ht, e"d. M. I;lallarnish (Ramal.Qarl, 1990), pp.,211,-218•. 
!�-See L Ta-Shma, Minhag Ashkenaz 1ra.:Qadmon,, 102, 203-13; Malppr Vitry, 364; 
Shibbolei ha-1.eqet, 'sec. 28 (p.261. Cf. Rashi, Tosafot Mena/pt 32b, siv. sakkanah.. 
20_ See Urbach, ,Ba'alei. ha-Tosofot I :88, 123, and M. Ide!, Golem, pp. 81-82, 92-93. 
21 See my Jewish F.ducation and Society, '69-74; A. Grossman, "Reshitah she! Ha
Tosafot, • Roshi, Iyyunim be-Ye;jroto,,e,l. ll.A.•S�eld (Jerusalem, 1993), 57-68. 
22 See Grossman, l;lalchmei 'Ashkenaz hlf-Rishonim, 439. 
23 See, e.g., Tosq/i!t Berakhol"?a; s.v. ve-'onin, and H. Pedaya(above, n.1 i); lfagigah 
14b, s. v. nikhnesufe-pardd;-Tosqfot hir-Rosh, Gitlin 84a, 's. v. 'al menat'she-fa'ali. 
24 Tos. lfagigah 13b, s.v. katuvet,ad omer; 13a, s.v. ve-raglei ha-Jµiyyot; i,lullin 92a, 
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s. v. barukh ofannim; Gillin 84a, s. v. 'al menal .,he-ta'ali; Sukkah 45a, s.v. ani va-ho. 
25 Ms. ITS Mich. 8118 [ENA 838], fol. 65v. 
26 See G. Vajda,"Perush R.El\tanan le-Sefer YCfil'l!h,"Qovef 'al Yad 6(1966): 148, 184. 
27 See my "Rabbinic Figures in Castilian Kabbalistic Pseudepigraphy,'. Journal of 
Jewish Tlwught and Philosophy 3'/1993): 87-881 
28 See, e.g, Sefer ha-Manhig, ed. •Y, Raphael (Jerusale_m,1978), 1:8�, 363, 2:007, 626 
and E. Zimmer, "Tiqqunei ha-Guf�-Et ha-:refillah," Sidra 5 (i989): 94-95, 128-79-
29 See Avraham Halpern, 'sefer Mordelchai.le-Massekhel Bava Qam,na (Ph.D., Hebrew 
University, 1978),v.2, 21 1·12. ct, Tt!fhuvo_1 ha-Rf!shbf, r:413,'and H,a-M_eyul;,assot 
la-Romban, /1283; :Y. •Dan, ToroJ lia-Sod she/ ·qas,dut Ashke� (Jerusal_em, 1968), 
184-93 218-22· Tosafot Pesahim 25a, s.v. hu; ; Beraklwt 55b, s.v. po1ere1 IJalornol. 
30 Sef�r Yere'i;,, ha-Sha/em, �.239; R. Yero\uup b. Meshullain, Ttiltdot Adam ve-
JJavvah (Venice, 15f7), 17:5 (fol. 159d). 
31 See e.g. Sefer YJre'im;introduction, sec�. 404..0S, 4\4, 232; !II'd ab;ove. n.3. ,. 
32 Sefer yJre'im, secs. ,�99--400; Haggaho/ Maimuniyyot, Jtifkht!l !,femaih 5:4. Cf 
SeferYere'im, sec. 2�1 , and A'f'gal_ha-Bosem, ed. E.E. Urbach, 2,32. . . 33 see·E.i''i.Troach, Ba'alei ha-Toiafe>t, 1: 150-51, and my "Rabbimc Figures m 
Castilian Kab1Jalistic Pseudepigraphy," 89:90. , , . •  34 See Perushei Sid4ur ha-Tejillah_ /a-RoflW}, ,ed., M. Hershler (Jerusalem, 1992), 87, 
and cf. Arugat ha-Bosem, ed. U,!l>ach, 4:99-100, n:'15. . 35 Se/er. or Zarua', Hilkhot Rosh IJ(l-Shanqh, sec. 257, and Grossman, lfakhme• 
Asltkenaz ha-Rishonim, 287... , . . , 36 Ms.'l>apna ·541 (above, n.5). Cf. ins., Moscow-Gunzberg 734, fo1. 92b, and Tosqfot 
Berakhof, 40; s. v, have melaJ}. 
37 .See G. S�holem, Origins of the �bal.aJi, ed. R.J.Z. Werblowsky (Princeton, 
1987), 251, and my :Rabbinic Figpres, 97, 1).73. 
38 Ide!, Golem,.91-92, n.4.. 
39 See rii.:-Darmstadt Cod. Or. 25, fols. 13b, ,17a-b, reported by R. M?'II'" of Couey. 
4p ,See.Urbach, Ba'qlei ha-Tosa_fi>I, 1:376-77. . 41 See my "Rabbinic Figures in Castilian Kabbalistic Pseudepigrailhy," 91-99. 
4?-.§,fer Or ?arua', hilkhf>t qeri:at shema, sec. �;_hilkhot ba'a/.qeri, sec: 1�; hilkhot 
'eruvin, sec, 147: Cf. Dan,ToroJ ha-Sod she/ lfas/dut AshJ:enaz., 186-88.. . 43 See.mY, "Preservation Creativity a!l(\�.;rbe Life and Wor�s·of.R. Merr of 
Roth!'9burg," J;ewish.Bo,;,t'Aitnuql 50 (-1992-93): Z:49-59. . -.. ,

. 
44 See my "Rabbinic Figures in Caslilian Kabbalistic Pseudep1graphy, 100-02. 
45 I. Ta-Shl\la, "Sefet ha-Maskhil: J.Iibbur :Yehudi '.('.arefati Billi Yadua' �-Sof ha
Me'ah ha-Yoil Gimel, • Me!iqerei Yerusha/ayim be-Mal!shevel Yisroel 2 (1983) .  4-16-38. 
46 See Urbach; Ba'alei.' ha-Tosafot, .1:336'37; Scholem, Origins1 ,239--40; Ide!, 
Kabba/ah: J!ew.Persp«tive.s, 91-96; Teshuvol 1/a-Rashba, _1:548. . 47 see.mt Hamburg 45. It is also possible that R:,>\v,gdor Katz,_and R. Avigdor 
1,arefoli, a compil..- of !Jug ha-Ke?ID: ha-Meyw,,ad texts, were-the same person. 
48 See E.. Wolfsqn,. "Circumcision and 11\e �vine Name," JQR 78, (1987): 110-11; 
Shibbolei ha-i.e'let, secs. 15, 185,,236; and, TB:'S)lma in Tarbiz 57 (1988): 62. 
49 C;f. V. Ap\Owil7.er, Mavo /e-Sefer Robiah, 19-21. 
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RAV GADIEL HA-NA'AA'S 'TORAH' IN THE AFTER-LIFE: 

A LITERARY READING OF GAN-EDEN 

REENA ZEIDMAN 

There are a number of small midrashim which describe the 
landscape, architecture •and inhabitants of heaven . Rather 
than discuss Maseket Gan ,den�, 1 thE! best-kn6wn cit these"� 
which represents the -<Slder and more traditional •view of 
heaven, one more reliant on talmudic arid midraShic 

· literature, and employs R. Joshua ben Levi as· itS hero, I 
will discuss a lesser known text, labelled Seder Gan Eden by 
A. JellineJ<.2 This text is identified as the · 
pseudepigraphic Testl>ment of' Rabbi Eliezer ha-Gadol , found 
in the second part of or�ot qayyim. 3 The protagonist, 
Rabbi Eliezer, must be identified with R. Elieze'r ben 
Hyrcanus, the tanna of the second century and not R. Eliezer 
ben Isaac, sometimes called R. Eliez8r ha-GadOl, who lived 
in the , elev�nth century

0

4 My•readings f9llow O��ot Vayyim, 
MS Paris �Heb. 719) , 190a-200a rather than Jellinek' s  

1Printed in ·Adolph Jellinek's  Bet ha-Midrasch 2 : 52-53 (Jerusalem: Wahrmann Books, 1967 , originally: Leipzig, 1853 ) . 
2Bet ha-Midrasch 3 : 131-140 and re-printed in J.D .  Eisenstein, Ozar Midrashim, vol. I ,  Israel (n .s . ) ,  1969 , pp. 85-89 .  
3Literary history of th� Testament.: printed in the Shulhan Aruk of R. Yitzhak Luria (seventeenth century) , Sefer Nagid and Mitzvah of R� Jacpb ben Hayyim iema9 [seventeenth century) , and Sefer femdat.·Yamim (section 9 of Shabbat Qodesh--eighteenth century) • ,, Printing history, collated in Scho�em, p. 2�2 (next note includes details pertaining to Scholem•s essay) . 
4Fo� various �iews on thel iQentification Of Eliezer, see Jellinek'& introduction to Seder Gan Eden and G. Scholem . 

, , "The sources of [S .Y .  Agnon's , J  'The story of" Rabbi Gadiel ha-Tinoq''  in kabbalistic literature" [Hebrew) , Devarim BBGo, Tel Aviv: Am Oved, 1975 , pp. 270-283) here, p .  274.  
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